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Abstract: More complex geological conditions could be encountered with the construction of urban subway projects. At present, many subway tunnels have been built in composite strata with upper soft and lower hard layers, but the presence of a cavity in the strata increases the risk of collapse during construction. In this paper, a series of model experiments and discrete element methods were conducted to investigate the failure behavior of composite strata with a cavity caused by tunnel excavation disturbance. The influence of the distance between the cavity and vault (h_d) and the distance between the soil–rock interface and vault (h_r) on the collapse of the composite strata are analyzed. The research results indicate that tunnel collapse exhibits progressive failure because of the forming of a collapsed arch in the strata. If the h_d is greater than the tunnel span (D), the arch can be stabilized without other disturbances. Additionally, the thickness of the tunnel rock layer affects the height of the collapsed arch significantly, as it is difficult to form a stable arch when the h_r is less than 2/3 D. Finally, reasonable construction safety distances are proposed based on the possibility of forming a stable arch collapse in the tunnel and determining the range of the collapse.
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1. Introduction

The construction of the subway brings great convenience to public travel [1–4]; however, affected by geological conditions, ground defects, improper construction operation, and other factors, subway construction-induced ground destabilization and collapse accidents also occur frequently [5–7]. It has been found that ground cavities are an important cause of tunnel collapse accidents [8–12]. In the construction of subways in cities such as Beijing and Chengdu, geological strata containing cavities are encountered. For the detection of cavities, scholars have conducted extensive research utilizing radar detection technology [13,14]. Kravitz et al. [15] used ground-penetrating radar to detect cavities, determining the most appropriate antenna frequency that can penetrate through the steel-reinforced segments and produce the best resolution. Despite continual improvements in detection techniques, comprehensive investigation of these cavities remains challenging due to their inherent concealment [16,17], and collapse caused by construction often happens. To address the above issues, it is necessary to investigate the failure mechanism of strata with a cavity.

Recently, there has been a great deal of research into the collapse mechanism of the tunnel. For example, Torres [18] used theoretical analysis to evaluate the safety factor of circular tunnel excavation in cohesive foundations and compared the analytical solution with the numerical solution. Huang et al. [19] derived analytical solutions for the collapse surfaces of surrounding rocks in karst regions based on the upper bound theory and mapped the shapes of the collapse surfaces. However, these theoretical models are usually simplified to isotropic media and circular tunnels. Model tests have become an
effective means of studying stratum deformation and failure due to their intuitiveness and authenticity. At present, subway construction has caused widespread attention to strata deformation and failure. For the research on ground deformation caused by tunnel construction, Xu et al. [20] focused on the relationship between collapse and longitudinal topography in loess tunnel construction and obtained the surrounding rock stress and ground displacement through modeling tests. Li et al. [21] investigated the deformation and failure mechanism of tunnels with different excavation conditions by using strain monitoring and image acquisition and described the deformation and failure process of the tunnels. Concerning the ground failure law, Qin et al. [22] studied the collapse failure model caused by excavation and rainfall through a physical modeling test aimed at the mixed boulder–cobble stratum and proposed corresponding preventive and control measures. Zhang et al. [23] investigated the failure behavior of composite strata caused by tunnel excavation under seepage conditions. Liu et al. [24] employed model tests and discrete element methods to comparatively verify the progressive collapse mechanism of tunnels in composite strata and proposed a reasonable minimum rock-to-span ratio. Yang et al. [25] studied the effect of alternating soft and hard strata on the stability of rock surrounding tunnels. Meanwhile, numerical simulations also have been employed in tunnel collapse analysis. Xiang et al. [26] investigated the influences of the surrounding material (rock and soil) strengths and buried depths on the deformation and failure mechanisms through the transparent soil model test technique and PFC3D numerical simulation. Wu et al. [27] applied Particle Flow Code (PFC) to examine the mechanical response of a horseshoe shape. Liu et al. [28] adopted the discrete element method (DEM) to investigate the influence of material defects on the mechanical performance of the concrete and the progressive failure process of the lining structure opening in prismatic rock models under biaxial compression. It can be seen that the collapse mechanism of the tunnel in composite strata differs from that in isotropic media, which should be paid more attention.

Meanwhile, Kenta et al. [29] conducted a series of prototype-scale experiments to reproduce the process of cavity formation and collapse. Shiau et al. [30] investigated the problem of sinkhole stability in an ellipsoidal cavity under both blowout and collapse conditions using advanced finite element limit analysis with adaptive meshing in axisymmetric conditions. Zhou et al. [31] calculated the crack coalescence behavior, crack initiation time, and stress field around the elliptical cavity and the crack tips by using numerical simulation. Chen et al. [32] analyzed the characteristics and failure mechanisms of a railway tunnel collapse influenced by cavities. Zhao et al. [33] demonstrated that the construction deficiency of cavities around surrounding rocks played an important role in the stability of tunnel structures. It can be seen that cavities can significantly affect the stress state and stability of the tunnel.

It is worth noting that the results of the current research have been achieved, but mostly for a single stratum or composite strata without cavities [23–25]. The subway construction in Qingdao, Dalian, Xiamen, Nanjing, and other cities is dominated by typical soil–rock composite strata (commonly known as “soft upper and hard lower” strata). Due to the differences between soft and hard strata with cavities, there are also significant differences in the way of collapse and the progressive failure mode, and the different stratigraphic parameters make the failure behavior more complicated. Therefore, for the soil–rock composite strata with cavities, only by clarifying the evolution and characteristic law of tunnel collapse in soil–rock composite strata with cavities can we make a positive and effective response to the prevention and control of tunnel collapse. In this paper, the similar model test and DEM were adopted to study the collapse mechanism at different soil–rock interface locations and different cavity locations. Based on the test results, a safe thickness is proposed, which can provide a reference for disaster prevention and control.
2. Model Test Method

2.1. Test Apparatus

The whole test system includes a tunnel plane strain test system, airbag unloading system, and image monitoring system, as shown in Figure 1. The inner chamber of the test frame is 1.8 m × 0.3 m × 2.0 m (length × width × height), and the front wall of the test frame is a 3 cm thick plexiglass plate, which is convenient for observing the gradual collapse process of the stratum during the test. A hole with a diameter of 30 cm was reserved on the front side of the Plexiglas plate, and the airbag was placed in the middle position. The surface of the inner steel plate was covered with smooth tin foil to minimize the influence of boundary effects. The airbag was connected to the air compressor through a pressure valve, and the pressure value inside the airbag was regulated through the pressure valve. After the model box was filled, the pressure was gradually released through the pressure valve to simulate the stress release process during tunnel excavation.

![Figure 1. Model test apparatus.](image)

2.2. Similar Law

To truly and accurately reflect the actual engineering situation, the model test needs to determine a suitable similarity relationship with the prototype. Considering the feasibility and economy of the test, the geometrical similarity ratio of the model was finally chosen to be 1:20 and the density ratio was 1:1 for the test. When these two parameters are fixed, the ratios of other physical quantities can be obtained [25,34]. The similarity conditions in the test are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>( C_l = L_p / L_m )</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( C_\gamma = \gamma_p / \gamma_m )</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus</td>
<td>( E )</td>
<td>( C_E = E_p / E_m )</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion’s ratio</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>( C_\mu = \mu_p / \mu_m )</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle</td>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>( C_f = f_p / f_m )</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>( C_c = c_p / c_m )</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since mixtures of artificial materials have been proven to be suitable for scaling model tests, based on the research results of similar materials for existing model tests, barite powder, quartz sand, and petroleum jelly were selected as raw materials to formulate similar materials for surrounding rocks [35,36]. Through a series of tests, the mixing ratios of the soft soil layer and hard rock layer were determined as 8:5:0.6 and 10:4.8:1, respectively. According to the actual background of the soil–rock composite stratum in Qingdao Metro,
the mixture can reproduce the properties of soil and rock. The mechanical parameters of the simulated materials obtained through triaxial tests are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The mechanical parameters of similar materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strata Type</th>
<th>Prototype Type</th>
<th>Unit Weight (kN/m³)</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (Gpa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
<th>Friction Angle (°)</th>
<th>Cohesion (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similar</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Similar</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Test Scheme

According to the geological exploration data of Qingdao subway, the buried depth of the study tunnel is between 11.5 m and 12.8 m, and the thickness of hard rock above the tunnel roof is between 0.3 and 3.8 m; therefore, the buried depth of the test tunnel is 60 cm, and the diameter (D) is 30 cm, which corresponds to the prototype tunnel with a diameter of 6 m and a buried depth of 12 m. The main purpose of this test was to study the influence of void location and overburdened rock thickness on the collapse of the tunnel, to simplify the tunnel surrounding rock into two homogeneous materials, the soil layer and rock layer, and to simplify the tunnel section into a circle, and the specific test scheme is shown in Table 3. During the model testing process, the thickness of the rock layer was increased to achieve the desired simulation changes after each condition was completed, as shown in Figure 2.

Table 3. Test schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Distance between Vault and Cavity (h_d)</th>
<th>Distance between Vault and Interface (h_r)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>No underground cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>Interface location fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>Cavity location fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the model test program.
3. Model Test Results
3.1. Effect of Distance between Cavity and Vault in Model Test

This group of tests is to study the destabilization and failure law of composite strata when the ground cavity and the tunnel have different clearances. In Case 1, the strata do not contain cavities and are used for comparison. In all other conditions, except Case 1, the strata contain cavities, which are 10 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm away from the vault, respectively.

Figures 3–6 illustrate the detailed collapse process for Cases 1–4, where the soil–rock interface is marked by a solid black line. The three main stages of the collapse process were taken from left to right in each figure, which were the initial stage, the ground collapse stage, and the final collapse stage. When there was no cavity in the strata, the collapse first occurred at the location of the tunnel vault as the airbag was unloaded, and then gradually progressed to the soil–rock interface. Subsequently, the collapse continued to the soil layer and a stable collapsed arch is formed finally with a height of 20.1 cm, that is, 0.67 D.

![Figure 3. No cavity.](image)

![Figure 4. Distance between vault and cavity $h_d = 10$ cm.](image)

![Figure 5. Distance between vault and cavity $h_d = 20$ cm.](image)

![Figure 6. Distance between vault and cavity $h_d = 30$ cm.](image)
When the $h_d$ was 10 cm, a through crack was formed between the vault and the cavity as the airbag was unloaded. After the airbag was pulled out, the top and sides of the tunnel dropped blocks. The collapse then extended to the location of the stratum cavity, and the stratum was rapidly destabilized, causing more extensive damage. The height of the final collapsed arch was also larger, with a height of 24.5 cm, or 0.82 D, which was larger than the collapsed arch in the no-cavity condition.

When the $h_d$ was 20 cm, the collapse process was similar to Case 2. The collapse developed upwards and formed a temporary stabilized collapsed arch. The presence of the ground cavity led to the creation of joint cracks between the arch and the cavity, and the soil layer was gradually destabilized and damaged. A larger collapse was formed above the temporary arch, and the two collapses were superimposed, resulting in a stable collapsed arch with a height of 35.6 cm, that is, 1.2 D.

When the $h_d$ was 30 cm, there was no through crack between the tunnel and the ground cavity after the airbag unloading. With the prolonged collapse, the rock block dropped at the tunnel vault. Then, the collapse interface gradually developed towards the soil–rock interface, accelerating the destruction speed and forming a stable collapsed arch. Finally, the height of the collapsed arch was 20.6 cm, corresponding to 4.12 m (0.69 D) of the actual prototype, which is close to the results of condition 1.

### 3.2. Effect of the Distance between Interface and Vault in Model Test

This group of tests is to study the destabilization and failure law of composite strata when the interfaces of the strata and the tunnel are at different clearance distances. The distance between the cavity and the vault is fixed at 20 cm, and the distance between the interface is 5 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm, respectively.

As shown in Figure 7, the collapse started in the rock layer and then reached the soil layer when $h_r = 5$ cm. When the collapse reached the location of the cavity, the collapse developed upward rapidly and finally formed a stable collapsed arch with a height of 39.1 cm, that is, 1.3 D, which was greater than the height of the final state collapsed arch in Scenario 3 (Figure 8). When $h_r = 20$ cm (Figure 9), the top of the arch and the shoulder of the arch first collapsed and then developed upwards to form an arch. A stable collapsed arch was formed in the rock layer. The collapse did not continue because the top of the collapsed arch did not develop to the soil–rock separation interface. The final height of the collapsed arch was 13.2 cm, which corresponds to 0.44 D.

![Figure 7. Distance between vault and interface $h_r = 5$ cm.](image)

![Figure 8. Distance between vault and interface $h_r = 10$ cm.](image)
The presence of cavities deteriorates the stratigraphic conditions and exacerbates the area of collapse.

4. Numerical Simulation of Failure Pattern

The finite element method is suitable for analyzing deformable media. However, the limitations of the classical finite element method make it inadequate for accurately simulating the failure process of formation instability. This is due to its inability to account for the intricate interplay between particles, highly nonlinear behavior, and other factors such as large deformation and discontinuity in rock mass [37–39]. The Particle Flow Code (PFC), proposed by American scholar Cundall [40], is a computational method that simulates rock masses by setting a large number of particles to simulate the movement and interaction between particles, thus providing a better simulation of the process of strata instability and failure [24]. At present, the PFC, a leading discrete element tool, has been widely applied to the simulation analysis and microscopic mechanism of soil deformation and particle migration. The PFC has also been widely used in tunnel collapse [41–44]. The primary concern in numerical analysis using the Particle Flow Code (PFC) is the calibration of micro-scale parameters.

In this study, the relevant macroscopic parameters were obtained through biaxial numerical simulation tests embedded in the PFC2D 5.0 software and were subsequently compared with the macroscopic parameters of the actual prototype rock mass. Subsequently, the micro-scale parameters were adjusted to ensure that the stress–strain curves outputted by PFC2D closely matched the measured values. Through extensive tuning, the specific micro-scale parameters for both soil and rock particles were ultimately determined, as detailed in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameter for PFC model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Rock</th>
<th>Soil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle density/(Kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal contact stiffness, $k_n$/(MPa)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential contact stiffness, $k_t$/(MPa)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal bonding stiffness, $pb_{k_n}$/(MPa)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential bonding stiffness, $pb_{k_t}$/(MPa)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal bonding strength, $pb_{ten}$/(KPa)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential bonding strength, $pb_{coh}$/(KPa)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal friction angle, $pb_{fa}$/(°)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus/(MPa)</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive force/(KPa)</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal friction angle/(°)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Model Establishment

This section utilizes the Particle Flow Code (PFC) 2D 5.0 numerical analysis software to simulate the process of instability and failure in composite soil–rock strata with defects induced by subway tunnel construction. In the PFC simulation process, the time step is set to 1 to accelerate computation. To avoid removing suspended particles, the radius of suspended particles is increased by 1.1 times each time. Then, the suspended particles are traversed again. If there are still suspended particles, the radius is increased again. After dividing the particles into two groups, gravity and cohesion are applied, and the microscopic parameters of each group of particles are set. After a certain number of calculation cycles, equilibrium is achieved. The aim is to investigate the effects of different distances between stratum defects and tunnel clearances, as well as the ratio of rock to span, on the process of instability and failure in composite strata. Additionally, variations in strata settlement under different conditions are analyzed. The numerical simulation process involves defining microscopic parameters of soil and rock particles to simulate their respective layers. By altering the range of microscopic parameters assigned to the particles, various conditions can be simulated. The specific simulation schemes are detailed in Table 5.

Table 5. Simulation schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Distance between Vault and Interface (h_r)</th>
<th>Soil Thickness</th>
<th>Distance between Vault and Cavity (h_d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheme A</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>No underground cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme B</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme C</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme D</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme E</td>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>13 m</td>
<td>6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme F</td>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>14 m</td>
<td>4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme G</td>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>11 m</td>
<td>4 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Numerical Results Analysis

4.2.1. Effect of Distance between Cavity and Vault in Numerical Simulation

As shown in Figure 10, the composite strata instability and failure process diagram for Scheme A is presented. The above figures depict the inter-particle instability and failure process, while the below figures illustrate the corresponding instantaneous displacement vector for each cycle, reflecting the direction and magnitude of particle displacement during simulation moments. By combining the analysis of the tunnel surrounding rock instability and failure process with the inter-particle instability and failure process diagram, the calculation reaches a relative equilibrium state as set by the PFC software. It was observed that under the condition of no defects in the strata, with an overlying rock layer thickness of 2 m and a soil layer thickness of 13 m, the vertical displacement of the ground surface after tunnel excavation was minimal, exhibiting overall subsidence without cracking or sinkhole collapse. From tunnel excavation to the calculation of 2000 cycles, the damage to the tunnel cavity began from the top and sides of the tunnel. More blocks were falling from the top compared to the sides, but the rate of development of loose particles was very slow at this stage. Upon reaching 4000 cycles, the top block of the tunnel cavity continued to develop, and loose particles gradually extended to the soil layer. By the time 6000 cycles were reached, loose particles had extended to the soil layer, and the rate of block falling began to accelerate, attributed to the weaker physical properties of the soil layer compared to the rock layer. After loose particles extended to the soil layer, the rate of block falling accelerated. When the relative equilibrium state was reached, a stable collapsed arch was formed in the tunnel chamber, and the height of the collapsed arch was 3.94 m (0.66 D). The numerical simulation results were consistent with the model test results, which verified the feasibility of the numerical simulation of PFC.
4.2. Numerical Results Analysis

4.2.1. Effect of Distance between Tunnel Opening and Stratum Defect

It can be seen from Figure 11 that under the condition of a stratum defect with a tunnel clearance of 2 m (1/3 D), an overlying rock layer thickness of 2 m, and a soil layer thickness of 13 m, compared to Scheme A without stratum defects, when both schemes were calculated up to 2000 cycles, Scheme B exhibited more blocks falling from the top and sides of the tunnel cavity, and the overall subsidence of the composite strata after tunnel excavation was greater. This was because the presence of the stratum defect weakened the stability of the composite strata, accelerated the rate of strata destruction, and led to the generation of penetrating cracks between the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect. By the time 4000 cycles were reached, loose particles had extended to the soil layer, indicating the instability and initiation of destruction of the stratum defect. In contrast, it was not until 6000 cycles that loose particles extended to the soil layer in Scheme A, demonstrating that within the influence range of the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity caused by the stratum defect, the collapsed arches of both the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect were superimposed, accelerating the destruction of the composite strata. Upon reaching 6000 cycles, the stratum defect became completely unstable, with a large number of soil particles falling, and a rapid destruction rate was observed around the tunnel cavity. When reaching a relative equilibrium state, a stable collapsed arch formed in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 4.32 m (0.72 D), greater than that of the condition without defects. This was because the stratum defect in this condition was within the range of the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity, and the collapsed arches of the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity were superimposed, resulting in a greater collapsed arch height under the final stable state compared to the condition without defects.

Figure 10. The failure process of composite strata in Scheme A ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 6000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).

Figure 11. The failure process of composite strata in Scheme B ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 10,000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).
Figure 12 illustrates the composite strata instability and failure process for Scheme C. By the time 2000 cycles were reached, similar to the previous two schemes, the composite strata underwent overall subsidence after tunnel excavation. The top and sides of the tunnel cavity exhibited damage before the stratum defect, and penetrating cracks gradually developed between the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect. The rate of development of loose particles in Scheme C was slower than that in Scheme B. This was because the stratum defect was further away from the tunnel cavity in Scheme C, resulting in a relatively slower rate of connection between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity. By the time 4000 cycles were reached, loose particles gradually extended to the soil layer, with only a small amount of particles falling around the stratum defect, but the system remained in a relatively stable state. Numerous penetrating cracks developed between the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect. Upon reaching 10,000 cycles, the development of loose particles gradually completed until reaching a final relative equilibrium state, forming a stable collapsed arch in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 6.74 m (1.12 D), greater than the final collapsed arch height in Scheme B. In this condition, the stratum defect was 4 m away from the tunnel cavity, and the height of the collapsed arch under the condition without defects was also 4 m in Scheme A. Therefore, the stratum defect was external to the collapsed arch of the tunnel, and the influence range of the stratum defect and the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity was large, resulting in a larger damage range.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 12.** The failure process of composite strata in Scheme C ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 10,000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).

In the model experiments, the critical value of the clearance was found to be 4 m (2/3 D), indicating that when the stratum defect was external to the collapsed arch of the tunnel, the two collapsed arches had the largest overlap influence range. However, due to the large workload of model experiments, the conditions of the model experiments were not comprehensive enough. In reality, when the stratum defect is at a certain small distance from the tunnel collapsed arch, the two collapsed arches can still overlap. At this time, the overlap influence range of the two collapsed arches was the largest, thus obtaining the most unfavorable clearance. Therefore, a large number of numerical simulations were conducted within the range of 4–6 m for the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel. Eventually, it was found that when the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel was 4.5 m (3/4 D), the overlap influence range of the collapsed arches of both the tunnel and the stratum defect was the largest.

Under the condition where the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel was 4.5 m (Figure 13), with an overlying rock layer thickness of 2 m and a soil layer thickness of 13 m, when calculated up to 2000 cycles, similar to the previous three schemes, the composite strata underwent overall subsidence after tunnel excavation. The top and sides of the tunnel cavity exhibited damage before the stratum defect, and the rate of development of loose particles in Scheme D was slower than that in Scheme C. This was
because, in Scheme D, the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity was larger, resulting in a relatively slower rate of connection between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity. By the time 4000 cycles were reached, penetrating cracks gradually developed between the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect, and loose particles gradually extended near the stratum defect. The stratum defect also began to become unstable and underwent destruction, gradually connecting with the tunnel cavity, and the collapsed arches of the two overlapped, leading to a sharp increase in particle destruction rate. Upon reaching 10,000 cycles, the development of loose particles gradually completed until reaching a final relative equilibrium state, forming a stable collapsed arch in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 8.1 m (1.35 D), greater than the final collapsed arch height in Scheme C. In this condition, the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity was 4.5 m, and in Scheme A, the height of the collapsed arch under the condition without defects was 4 m. Thus, the distance between the stratum defect and the tunnel collapsed arch was 0.5 m, resulting in the largest overlap influence range of the two collapsed arches and the largest damage range. Therefore, it was determined that the most unfavorable clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity is 4.5 m (3/4 D).

Figure 13. The failure process of composite strata in Scheme D ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 10,000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).

Figure 14 illustrates the composite strata instability and failure process for Scheme E, which is consistent with the previous four schemes. After tunnel excavation, the composite strata underwent overall subsidence, but to a lesser extent compared to Schemes B, C, and D. By the time 2000 cycles were reached, the phenomenon of the top and sides of the tunnel cavity experiencing damage before the stratum defect occurred was observed, and the development of loose particles was slow. Upon reaching 10,000 cycles, the development of loose particles gradually completed until reaching a final relative equilibrium state, forming a stable collapsed arch in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 4.12 m (0.69 D), which was essentially consistent with the collapsed arch height in Scheme A without stratum defects. This was because the collapsed arch of the stratum defect was not within the influence range of the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity, and the two collapsed arches did not overlap. At this point, the impact of the stratum defect on the tunnel cavity was minimal and could even be neglected. However, compared to the condition without stratum defects, there was still a significant overall subsidence of particles, indicating that the influence of the stratum defect on the composite strata still existed.
Figure 14. The failure process of composite strata in Scheme E ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 10,000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).

Combined with the numerical simulation of schemes A, B, C, D, and E, it can be seen that there is an overall subsidence of the strata after tunnel excavation, regardless of the presence or absence of defects in the composite strata. As the existence of stratum defects weakened the stability of composite strata, the existence of stratum defects in the case of the composite strata allowed more overall subsidence of the composite stratum. In the case of ground defects, the smaller the clear distance between the ground defects and the tunnel chamber, the faster the connection between the two occurs, and the faster the rate of development of loose particles. The five numerical simulation schemes of rock particle thickness were 1/3 D, when the formation did not have defects and the collapsed arch height was 0.66 D; when the formation had defects and the tunnel clear distance was 1/3 D, that is, the formation defects were located in the tunnel within the collapsed arch, the two collapsed arches were super positioned, the final collapsed arch height was 0.72 D, and the collapsed arch height was greater than the no-flat defect conditions; when the formation had defects and the tunnel clearance was 2/3 D, that is, the formation had defects and the tunnel clearance distance was 2/3 D, i.e., the stratum defects were tangential to the tunnel collapsed arch, and the two collapsed arches produced a larger range of superposition, and the final height of the collapsed arch was 1.12 D; when the stratum had defects and the tunnel clear distance was 3/4 D, i.e., the distance between the stratum defects and the tunnel collapsed arch was 0.5 m, and the two collapsed arches produced a maximum range of superposition, the final height of the collapsed arch was 1.35 D, and at this time, the stratum had defects and the clear distance from the tunnel chamber was the most unfavorable clear distance. At this time, the net distance between the stratum defect and the tunnel chamber was the most unfavorable net distance; when the net distance between the stratum defect and the tunnel was 1 D, the collapsed arch of the stratum defect was not within the influence range of the collapsed arch of the tunnel chamber, there was no superposition of the two collapsed arches, and the final height of the collapsed arch was the same as that of the working condition with no stratum defect, which was 0.69 D.

4.2.2. Effect of Distance between Interface and Vault in Numerical Simulation

As shown in Figure 15, under the condition where the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel was 4 m, with an overlying rock layer thickness of 1 m and a soil layer thickness of 14 m (rock–span ratio $\zeta = 1/6$), when calculated up to 2000 cycles, loose particles had already extended to the soil layer, and there were signs of sinking in the soil particles. Compared to Scheme C (rock–span ratio $\zeta = 1/3$), the development rate of loose particles was faster, and damage occurred at the top and sides of the tunnel cavity before the strata defected. By the time 4000 cycles were reached, a large number of soil particles sank, the tunnel cavity gradually became unstable, and a large number of particles
sank into the tunnel void. Upon reaching 10,000 cycles, the development of loose particles gradually occurred until a final relative equilibrium state was reached, forming a stable collapsed arch in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 8.06 m (1.34 D), greater than the final collapsed arch height in Scheme C. This was because the rock–span ratio was smaller, meaning that the thickness of rock layer particles was smaller while the thickness of soil layer particles was larger. Moreover, the physical properties of soil layer particles were weaker relative to rock layer particles, resulting in a higher collapsed arch height in the final stage of this scheme.

When the rock–span ratio $\zeta = 2/3$ was calculated up to 2000 cycles, the rate of destruction was very slow, and the overall change was small. By the time 4000 cycles were reached, the tunnel cavity gradually became unstable and collapsed, but the loose particles never developed near the stratum defect. This was because, in this scheme, the thickness of rock layer particles was larger, resulting in a smaller collapsed arch height in the tunnel cavity. Upon reaching 10,000 cycles, the development of loose particles gradually completed until reaching a final relative equilibrium state, forming a stable collapsed arch in the tunnel cavity, with a collapsed arch height of 2.96 m (0.49 D), smaller than the final collapsed arch height in Schemes C and F. This was because in this scheme, the thickness of rock layer particles was larger, and the physical properties of rock layer particles were stronger, resulting in a smaller collapsed arch height in the tunnel cavity. Consequently, the stratum defect was further away from the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity, and the impact of the stratum defect on the tunnel cavity was minimal.

Combining numerical simulation Schemes C, F, and G, it can be concluded that the clearance between the stratum defect and the tunnel cavity was 2/3 D for all three schemes. When the rock–span ratio $\zeta = 1/6$, the collapsed arch height was 1.34 D. When the rock–span ratio $\zeta = 1/3$, the thickness of rock layer particles increased, leading to a decrease in the collapsed arch height of the tunnel cavity due to the stronger physical properties of the rock layer material. Consequently, the overlap influence range of the collapsed arches of the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect decreased, and the final collapsed arch height was 1.12 D. When the rock–span ratio $\zeta = 2/3$ (Figure 16), the thickness of rock layer particles was larger, resulting in a smaller collapsed arch height in the tunnel cavity. The collapsed arch of the stratum defect was not within the influence range of the collapsed arch of the tunnel cavity, and the two collapsed arches did not overlap, resulting in a smaller final collapsed arch height of 0.49 D. As the rock–span ratio increased, the thickness of rock layer particles increased, resulting in a decrease in the final collapsed arch height, indicating an increase in the stability of the composite strata. Essentially, the increase in the thickness of rock layer particles led to a decrease in the collapsed arch height of the tunnel cavity.
cavity, resulting in a smaller overlap of collapsed arches between the tunnel cavity and the stratum defect.

**Figure 16.** The failure process of composite strata in Scheme G ((a–d) represent 2000, 4000, and 10,000 calculation cycle states and the final relative equilibrium state, respectively).

5. Discussion of Failure Mechanism and Collapsed Arch

The collapse heights for different working conditions are shown in Figure 17. It can be seen that the presence of cavities increases the collapse range. For Group B, the critical value is when the ground cavity has a clearance of 2/3 D from the tunnel. The height of the collapsed arch is maximum at this time, which is due to the superposition of the collapse caused by tunnel excavation and the collapse caused by the cavity. For Group C, the height of the final collapsed arch decreases with increasing rock thickness when the location of the cavity is determined.

**Figure 17.** Comparison of collapse height.

The test results show that the collapse height is the highest in Case 5, so it is further analyzed as a typical case, as shown in Figure 18. The failure of the strata is progressive and the shape of the arch is also different. The shape of collapsing arches has been an interesting subject of study in the past [45,46]. It has been established in the literature that curved
arches initially form when the trapdoor translation is minimal. Then, as the trapdoor translation increases, the arch evolves into a triangular curved arch, a triangular arch, and finally a rectangular shape [47]. In this experiment, the collapse first appeared in the rock layer and a temporary triangular arch structure was formed, as shown in Figure 18a. Vertically extending cracks appeared as the cavity deteriorated the stratigraphic conditions. A second collapse occurred when the fracture surfaces in the strata were connected. In this stage, the collapse interface developed to the sides and the collapse was more extensive. Then a collapsed arch with a combination of rectangular and curved shapes was formed. The final collapse height was enlarged by about 105% from the first one. Based on the above results, the forms of failure can be summarized into two types [48–50]:

1. Tunnel excavation causes the collapse of the strata in the arch-loosening zone, and the presence of pressure arches suppresses the deformation of the surrounding rock.
2. The presence of a cavity deteriorates the stratigraphic conditions and contributes to the emergence of cracks, which leads to secondary collapses after temporary stabilization.
3. When $h_d < D$, small-scale collapse occurs during tunnel excavation, and timely measures should be taken to reinforce the unstable zone and control the collapse within the shallow disturbance zone to prevent secondary collapse.
4. The thickness of the rock layer affects the height of the collapsed arch. A stable arched structure is difficult to form when the $h_s$ is less than $2/3 D$. Therefore, special attention should be paid during construction in shallow buried areas, and if necessary, grouting reinforcement should be carried out on the strata.

6. Conclusions
This study investigated the mechanism of collapse in composite strata with voids caused by tunnel excavation using model experiments. The evolution characteristics and final form of collapse are explored. These key points can be drawn based on this study:

1. Tunnel excavation causes the collapse of the strata in the arch-loosening zone, and the presence of pressure arches suppresses the deformation of the surrounding rock.
2. The presence of a cavity deteriorates the stratigraphic conditions and contributes to the emergence of cracks, which leads to secondary collapses after temporary stabilization.
3. When $h_d < D$, small-scale collapse occurs during tunnel excavation, and timely measures should be taken to reinforce the unstable zone and control the collapse within the shallow disturbance zone to prevent secondary collapse.
4. The thickness of the rock layer affects the height of the collapsed arch. A stable arched structure is difficult to form when the $h_s$ is less than $2/3 D$. Therefore, special attention should be paid during construction in shallow buried areas, and if necessary, grouting reinforcement should be carried out on the strata.

**Figure 18. Failure evolution process.**

Tensile failure. It mainly manifests as tensile failure above the vault. As a result of tunnel excavation, a loose area is formed around the tunnel. After tunnel excavation, a loose area is formed around the tunnel. Collapse occurs due to insufficient cohesion between the particles to withstand the loosening loads of the ground.

Shear failure. It is mainly a shear failure along the failure surface. The ground pressure in the collapse zone is transferred from the shear stresses to the nearby non-yielding zone. The ground shear stresses in the collapse zone are transferred to the nearby non-yielding zone. As the unstable strata move downward, the shear stresses on the sliding surface are transferred to the attached stable strata. A stress redistribution phenomenon thus occurs, and a temporarily stable arch structure may be formed, as shown in Figure 18c, which is shown in Figure 18c.

It can be determined that the arch may be stable if $h_d > D$ regardless of the presence of cavities. If $h_d < D$, interventions should be taken to reinforce the area promptly when a small-scale collapse occurs during tunnel construction. The collapse range should be controlled within the shallow disturbance area to prevent damage to the larger pressure arch area and cause large-scale collapse. The thickness of the rock layer affects the height of the collapsed arch, and a stable arched structure may not be formed when the $h_s$ is less than $2/3 D$. Therefore, special attention should be paid during construction in shallow buried areas, and if necessary, grouting reinforcement should be carried out on the strata.
should be paid during construction in shallow buried areas, and if necessary, grouting reinforcement should be carried out on the strata.

In this paper, considering the limitations of model testing in tunnel engineering, we did not capture the size effect in this study [51]. However, the experimental results still comprehensively reveal the collapse mechanism of soil–rock composite strata with cavities, providing a reference for tunnel collapse prevention and control. However, the influence of the size effect on the collapse mechanism of composite strata merits further investigation in future work.
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